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not endure to be thus disposed of. Navarre found
Garcia Ramiro, a descendant of Garcia II.; and
Aragon took, from a convent in Narbonne, Ramiro,
the youngest brother of the Batallador. A dispensation
was obtained from the Pope, and the monk-king was
married to Agnes—-or, as the Spaniards call her, liies,
daughter to the last Count of Poitiers, and sister to
the lady who, some years later, created a great scandal
by being divorced from Louis VII. of France, and
immediately being married to Henry Fitz Empress,
Count of Anjott, and soon after second of his name in
England. The claim of the knights was bought off,
with the Pope's sanction, with large grants of lands,
and the right to the homage of a vassal from each of
the three nations—Mozarabic, Jew, and Moor—in each
freshly-conquered city.
The monk-king did not turn out satisfactory. He
was unable to defend his kingdom against the Moors,
and he was very harsh at home. The Aragonese tolcU
of him, and of his former abbot, the old story of the
advice to Sextus Tarquinius about cutting off the
• heads of the poppies ; and it is also said that he told
his turbulent nobility that he would make a bell that
should ring throughout his dominions, and fulfilled the
threat by showing the city of Huesca a bell-frame
garnished with fifteen heads of hidalgos. It was the
desperate effort of a helpless man made savage by
terror, and he soon gave up the struggle. He betrothed
his baby-daughter, Petronila, to Ramon, Count of
Barcelona; and, giving up his crown to them, retired
into the chapter of Huesca, in 1137.
The death of the Batallador had not deprived the
Christians of all their gallant champion kings, for the
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